JUNIOR SCHOOL
SUMMER EXAMINATION REVISION 2019
FORM 2
ENGLISH
There are three skill areas: speaking and listening, reading and writing.
The work you do throughout the spring and summer terms accounts for 60% of your examination mark as
follows:
Speaking and listening:
Writing:
Exercise book upkeep:
The examination format is as follows:
Examination:
Reading task

Group discussion
Functional writing
Consistency and quality of work produced
for classwork and homework.
1 hour
Non-Fiction comprehension

20%
20%
20%

40%

There is emphasis on using the PEE (Point, evidence, explanation) format to:

Structure your written work

Develop your response to reading
You will also have done a structured spelling programme throughout the year.
To help you do this:

Look carefully over the work you have done throughout the year and
identify any problems you have. For example, spelling, grammar,
punctuation, paragraphing.

Talk to your teacher and/or use a textbook or notes to help you tackle
these problems.

Make full use of opportunities to practise examination techniques in class.

Go over this work and assess what you have done well and how you could
improve.

GEOGRAPHY
Examination:
1 hour
Topic 1: Weather
Coursework: 25% is allocated to your Hurricanes Project, 5% to Back to Basics.
Pupils should learn
 Key ideas and terms from textbook
 How to use weather symbols
Topic 2: Rocks and Coasts
Coursework: 25% is allocated to your Ballintoy Fieldwork report, 5% to Back to Basics.
Pupils should learn
 The basic geology of Northern Ireland
 The rock cycle
 Weathering and erosion processes
 The main rock groups
 Processes and landforms of coastal erosion
Other graphical and mapping skills practiced throughout these topics will also be assessed in the
examination. Pupils should bring the correct materials (e.g. pencil, rubber, ruler, colouring pencils) to
ensure that they can complete these tasks.
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HISTORY
Examination:
Format:

1 hour 80% + (term assessment 20%)
1 compulsory sourcework question and a mixture of short questions and
paragraph answers.
Questions will be taken from the list of topics below
Revise only work from terms 2 & 3, from notes, handouts and the textbook

Revision:

The origins of the slave trade (textbook pages 2-5)
Slaves’ experiences from capture in Africa to auction in the New World, including
the ‘Middle Passage’ (textbook pages 6-11)
Life on the Plantations (textbook pages 12-15)
The campaign for Civil Rights in the USA from the 1950s (textbook chapters
4-5)

Revision Tips:
1. First read each topic using your own notes and the relevant pages in the textbook.
2. Then write down the key points for each topic.
3. You are now ready to learn the information.
4. Practise writing paragraph answers. Pay attention to organization, grammar and detail.
5. Review your sourcework technique and follow the guidance provided by your teacher.

HOME ECONOMICS
Examination:

Spelling assessment (10%)
Practical assessment - Apple Crumble (30%)
Written Examination (60%)

Format of written paper:

50 minutes
Recall and data response type questions
Short answers and paragraphs

Work to be covered:

Booklet 1, 2 & 3

Revise:

Revise all booklets thoroughly
Make notes on each topic
Learn key words at front of booklet
Recipes do not need to be learnt but knowing reasons for choice of ingredients
may be useful.

Examination tips:

Look at the marks awarded for each question for example 5 marks you need
to give 5 points.
Fill the available space for each question.
Look for keywords in the question such as ‘discuss’, ‘explain’ or ‘evaluate.’
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LATIN
Examination structure:
Vocabulary (continuous assessment from January onwards)
10%
Examination paper (translation, comprehension and background)
90%
(1 hour 15 minutes)
Revision:
All grammar from Stages 1-14 of the Cambridge Latin Course
Vocabulary from Stages 1-14 of the Cambridge Latin Course as given on the list supplied in advance.
Stage 13 background information (pp. 16-21)
Use www.cambridgescp.com for vocabulary and translation practice and look at the grammar information on
Fronter.

MATHEMATICS
Examination format: Two one hour papers, one calculator, one non-calculator.
All work covered in Form 2 will be tested. Your examination will make up 100% of your final mark.
Revision tips:

Use your Revision Sheets and Success Criteria to be sure that you have a good grasp of each topic. For
copies of these, solutions and some helpful resources you can visit http://www.c2kschools.net/ Sign in, click on
‘Fronter’ and go to the ‘Form 2 revision and support materials course.’ Some video examples can be found in the
Form 2 playlist of the MCB Maths Department YouTube channel (or scan the QR code below)

Learn any rules or methods. Use any worked examples in your notes or workbooks to help you.
Practise by working through the exercises that you have previously done in class.
Make sure you have a go at the past papers which are in the Fronter course.

MODERN LANGUAGES
Examination format:

Speaking: tested in class before main examinations
Writing: tested during examination week.

Revision:

Revision of vocabulary and grammar patterns.

50%
50%

GERMAN
Writing Paper
Speaking Paper

30 minutes
Speaking in classtime, tested at end of 2nd term/beginning of 3rd term.

Topics: Chapters 1-5, Na Klar
 Saying where you live
 Talking about your family
 Describing people
 Talking about your house/room
 Leisure
 Numbers
 Opinions and preferences
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Grammar:
Genders
Definite/indefinite articles (nominative, accusative)
Regular verbs
Irregular verbs
Possessive adjectives
Word order
Plurals
Gern
Asking questions
Revision: Read through information in grammar book, particularly extended pieces of writing which will be of
use in revising for the speaking/written examination.
Revise vocabulary at the end of each unit, making sure you at least recognise the words from German into
English.

SPANISH
Examination Format:

Writing Paper: approx. 30 minute paper during examination week
Speaking test: Tested in class before main examinations

Revision:

Revise all topics and units covered so far in Form 2 Spanish i.e. Así 1 Units:
- Unit 2 (not 2D)
- Unit 3
- Units 4A & 4D
- Units 6A, 6B, 6C
- Unit 8
- Unit 9

Key grammar points:

ser & estar
definite articles
adjectives
possessive adjectives
singular and plurals
hay, no hay
gustar
ar, er, ir verbs
irregular verbs (e.g. hacer, tener, salir)
stem changing verbs (jugar etc)
reflexive verbs
adverbs

FRENCH
(Speaking, Grammar and Writing)
Speaking Paper:

In class time, tested at end of 2nd term/beginning of 3rd term
Describe your town (unit 7E)
Talk about your routine (unit 8B)
My school and the subjects we do (Unit 8H)

Grammar & Writing:

Examination paper during examination week
Writing (150 words)
describe your town (unit 7E)
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talk about your routine (unit 8B)
my school and the subjects we do (unit 8H)
-er verbs (unit 6)
The verb ‘aller’ (unit 7)
The verb ‘faire’ (unit 8)
How to say ‘my, your, his/her, our, your (plural and polite form), their’ (unit 8)
How to say ‘some’ (unit 9)
The verb ‘prendre & manger’ (unit 9)
Negatives with verbs (unit 9)

RUSSIAN
Reading paper:
Writing paper:
Speaking:
Listening:

30 minutes
30 minutes
in class
in class

Topics:
All vocabulary, exercises to revise from Iskra 1 Units 1-4
Special emphasis on the following:
Transport
Directions
Your town
Your hobbies
Weather
Numbers 1-100
Personal information
Seasons
House/furniture
Free time (hobbies)

MUSIC
There is a short examination in class time and personal assessments in the Summer term, including composition.
Each pupil will play a recorder test plus a piece/song of their own choice.
Revision:
Practise recorder on a regular basis and practise note reading skills and speed of playing. Revise notes on the
Baroque period. A revision sheet will be provided for the written test but it is also available to download on
Fronter.

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
Length of exam:
Type of questions:
What to learn:

45 minutes
Short answers, short paragraphs and longer paragraphs.
Learn all your notes on Judaism paying careful attention to detail.
Holy week and Easter – revise everything on the worksheet
Morality – self-image, created in the image of God.

Coursework:

‘Never Again’ poster (worth 10%)
Homework assignment on Judaism (worth 10%)

Revision:

Learn the notes in your notebook very carefully, paying attention to
detail. Make sure you understand the Bible verses studied in class
for the Morality section.
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SCIENCE
Examination:

1 hour

The examination paper will consist of a number of short and long questions. The examination accounts for 70%
of the summer mark. The remaining 30% is based on continuous assessment.

What you will need to revise:
Revise ALL Form 2 work
UNIT B2/1
UNIT P2/2
UNIT C2/1
UNIT P2/1
UNIT C2/2
UNIT B2/2

Food, Glorious Food
Using electricity
Chemical change
Light in all its many colours
Chemical Analysis
Interdependence of living organisms
(Your teacher will tell you how much of this material you need to learn).

Revision Tips:
At the end of each unit booklet are lists of terms and skills you will be examined on. Make revision notes and
test your understanding by re-doing end of unit class tests. Get someone at home to ask you questions (refer
them to the end of each booklet). Plan your final revision over a week (one unit per day). You will not be able to
revise a year’s work the night before the exam. Parts of the course you are weak on should be revised twice.

TECHNOLOGY
Examination:

1 hour

Examination Content:

Topics from throughout the year. These include:








Electronics (details of components and circuits from the Desk light booklet)
Marking out
The Design Process
Health & Safety
Various manufacturing techniques and processes used during the year
Product Design, product analysis, ACCESS FM, specification writing etc.
(Boom box project booklet)
Aesthetics, Ergonomics etc.

Each booklet for the course is available on shared resources.
There will be a design based question on the examination in addition to short answer type questions.
The examination accounts for 50% of the summer grade and will be based on the entire year’s work. The
remaining 50% is based on continuous assessment.
Revision Tips:
Start your revision with plenty of time to spare. Make revision notes from your booklets. Make sure you bring
a ruler, sharp pencils and some colours to the examination with you. Take care with the design questions.
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